With the rapid development of cities, the geographic information of urban blocks is also changing rapidly. However, traditional methods of updating road data cannot keep up with this development because they require a high level of professional expertise for operation and are very time-consuming. In this paper, we develop a novel method for extracting missing roadways by reconstructing the topology of the roads from big mobile navigation trajectory data. The three main steps include filtering of original navigation trajectory data, extracting the road centerline from navigation points, and establishing the topology of existing roads. First, data from pedestrians and drivers on existing roads were deleted from the raw data. Second, the centerlines of city block roads were extracted using the RSC (ring-stepping clustering) method proposed herein. Finally, the topologies of missing roads and the connections between missing and existing roads were built. A complex urban block with an area of 5.76 square kilometers was selected as the case study area. The validity of the proposed method was verified using a dataset consisting of five days of mobile navigation trajectory data. The experimental results showed that the average absolute error of the length of the generated centerlines was 1.84 m. Comparative analysis with other existing road extraction methods showed that the F-score performance of the proposed method was much better than previous methods.
Introduction
With rapid road construction development in urban and rural areas, the consequent road changes result in lagging road-data updates that are a poor match to the current situation and have low integrity and accuracy. Traditional technologies used for detecting and updating missing roads, such as professional surveys, map downsizing, remote sensing image interpretation, etc., are more costly, require longer update cycles, are more complicated in data processing, and cannot easily adapt to the needs of rapid urban development [1] .
Detecting new and missing roads on existing road networks has become a common concern in the fields of urban management, intelligent transportation, and driverless technology [2] . Imagery, GNSS (global navigation satellite system) trajectories, and multisource data fusion are some of the major data sources used for the renewal and repair of missing GIS (geographical information system) road network data [3] . With technological developments such as wireless communications, Big Data, and cloud computing, navigation trajectories are gradually becoming the main data source for urban road updates. Massive on-vehicle positioning trajectories have the characteristics of large data, multiple data sources, and heterogeneous structures. The use of VGI (volunteered geography information)-based trajectories, such as those collected by smart phones [4, 5] , and smart devices installed in vehicles [6] or held by pedestrians [7] , to update road data has recently achieved substantial results.
In this paper, a new method of extracting missing roads in city blocks from big mobile navigation trajectory data is proposed, which mainly consists of the following steps: (1) Useless information from pedestrian users on existing urban roads was filtered out of the data; (2) After preprocessing, roadway centerlines were extracted using the proposed RSC (ring-stepping clustering) method; (3) The road topology of each block was then established, and connections between existing urban roads and missing roads in the blocks were built. Compared to traditional methods, the proposed method has the following advantages: First, compared to specialized vehicles equipped with mapping devices [8, 9] , the whole process can achieve a high level of automation and rarely requires manual operation, and the device surveying investment is also much smaller; second, compared to remote sensing image extraction [10] , the influence on road extraction of the ubiquitous trees on city blocks will be appreciably less, and the satellite revisit period will no longer be a problem; finally, compared to existing road extraction methods using GNSS trajectory data [9, [11] [12] [13] [14] , although the computational complexity of the proposed method (Θ(n 2 )) is higher than the method in [9] (Θ(n)), the F − score of the generated road centerline is much higher. A case study with 9,944,710 trajectory GNSS points over an area of 5.76 square kilometers was selected to verify the feasibility of the proposed method. The results showed that the extracted road network was well matched with the real network.
In the next section, we briefly discuss the road network data updating method found in the literature. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 describes the research methodology in detail; Section 4 presents a case study with the adopted data and evaluates the quality of the proposed method; and Section 5 derives and discusses the main conclusions and concerns related to the proposed method.
Literature Review
The current methods are mainly divided into two major aspects: updating of road geometry data and attribute data. The following subsections introduce the related works corresponding to these two aspects in detail.
Road Geometry Data Updating
Selecting GNSS trajectory points not located on existing roads is usually a necessary stage in road mapping in order to update road networks and refine the geometry of road segments or intersections [5, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Then, different algorithms, strategies, and methods for detecting new roads, extensions, and disappearances of existing roads are proposed based on the outlier trajectory points.
Considering that GNSS trajectories-or points-only appear on roads, clustering GNSS points is the most commonly used method for updating the geometric data of a road. For example, K-Means [13, [20] [21] [22] [23] has been used to cluster a large number of GNSS points at a certain position on the road to identify the center of the road. This kind of method proceeds by inputting GNSS points or trajectories and specifying an initial seed point to cluster the center of the road. Then, after iterations over a certain distance interval, the geometric information for the road network is obtained.
The trace merging method [12, 24] is usually used for road extraction from massive GNSS trajectories. By using iterations of each GNSS trajectory, raw trajectory edges are added to the current road map according to the map-matching results. Edges of current road maps are given a weight to describe the repeat occurrences and the possibility of a road's presence. Those edges with lower weights are removed, and the remaining edges are regarded as newly found roads.
A large number of unordered GNSS points exhibit geometrical features distributed along the road. Based on this phenomenon, researchers proposed a kernel density estimation (KDE) method and extracted the most densely distributed areas of GNSS points, supplemented by a certain threshold, to achieve the purpose of road boundary extraction and road skeleton extraction [14, 25, 26] . The advantage of this method is that as the number of samples increases, the output is more reliable and robust. However, when the number of samples is insufficient, the results often have large deviations.
Recently, the total least squares [27] and turning-point detection methods [28] were proposed to segment and group GNSS trajectory data. After the segmentation and grouping, the intersection position and road segment were determined using the phenomena of intersecting and crossing of different groups. [28] A dynamic time-warping (DTW) algorithm was then used to align road segments from the connection matrix between intersections.
Moreover, [29] proposed the hidden Markov model (HMM) map matching method for topological reconstruction and intersection refinement. Reference [5] used a genetic algorithm to establish new road segments.
However, road-network extraction remains faced with difficulties in some places. For example, when a road is covered by a bridge or an underpass is present under a road, GNSS points are particularly chaotic because current mobile phone GNSS positioning is not good at heights; GNSS points can be particularly chaotic, thus making it difficult to obtain this part of the road using the existing method.
Road Attribute Data Updating
Another use for the movement trajectory is updating the attribute information of the road network. Changes in road attribute information mainly fall into eight categories: directionality, speed limit, number of lanes, access, average speed, congestion, importance, and geometric offset [30] . Winden et al. [30] proposed a decision-tree algorithm for deriving the above eight attributes for an open street map (OSM). The results show that whether a road is a one-or two-way road it is classified with an accuracy of 99% and the accuracy for the road speed limit is 69%.
Reference [31] modeled the speed of the tracks from the centerline of the road as a Gaussian distribution, and then extracted the directionality and turning restriction attributes for road maps such as OSM. Reference [32] used a probabilistic method to derive the number of traffic lanes from GNSS tracks by fitting a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the intersections between the GNSS traces and a sampling line perpendicular to the road's centerline. Reference [33] used data-mining techniques to extract the name and class of the road by integrating movement trajectories and geotagged data from social media with a support vector machine (SVM) method. Reference [34] used a fully connected deep neural network (DNN) to automatically extract deep features and classify trajectories based on transportation mode. Further, Reference [35] proposed a framework using feature engineering and noise removal to classify movement trajectories into typical transportation modes such as taxi, car, train, subway, walking, airplane, boat, bike, running, motorcycle, and bus.
The detected transportation modes of each movement trajectory can be used to update the attributes of the road map. Reference [19] adapted a robust map-matching algorithm to assure that each point was assigned to the current road map. Then, the missing intersections, turn restrictions, and road closures were detected and updated. Considering that OSM has become a common way for volunteers to draw maps, Reference [36] obtained newly drawn road data by analyzing OSM data. They then adopted a progressive buffering method to update the latest roads in the OSM data with roads from other data sources, including both geometry and attributes.
Methodology

General Description of the Proposed Method
The proposed method can be divided into three main parts (Figure 1 ). The first part is data filtering. In this step, two kinds of data, including navigation points located on the existing urban roads and records generated by pedestrians, were filtered out. The remaining navigation data were regarded as navigation points relating to driving on missing roads in city blocks. This part is introduced in Section 3.2.
Then, a clustering-based algorithm named RSC was proposed to extract road centerlines using the reserved navigation points. This is the second part of the proposed method. After that, the centerlines of the missing roads were determined (please see Section 3.3).
Finally, the topologies of missing roads and their relationship with the existing roads were established. The procedures are given in Section 3.4. Then, a clustering-based algorithm named RSC was proposed to extract road centerlines using the reserved navigation points. This is the second part of the proposed method. After that, the centerlines of the missing roads were determined (please see Section 3.3).
Finally, the topologies of missing roads and their relationship with the existing roads were established. The procedures are given in Section 3.4. Figure 1 . Flow chart of the proposed method.
Data Filtering
Mobile navigation data are collected as long as the navigation software is active. In order to reduce the duration of the calculation, data points located on the existing roads and generated by pedestrians should be filtered.
In this subsection, two main steps were adopted to filter the original data. The first step was to filter data from pedestrian users by the speed indicated by the record. Then, filtering was performed to segregate GNSS points based on existing urban roads via overlay analysis.
First, GNSS point speed information is the most appropriate indicator for distinguishing between pedestrian and vehicle users. According to previous studies, the average speeds of walking and driving are approximately 4.2 and 30 km/h, respectively. Therefore, in this research, 5.0 km/h was used as the threshold to separate pedestrian users from other navigation users. In other words, those GNSS points with speeds under 5.0 km/h were regarded as pedestrian users and were then removed.
Navigation data generated by the user's motion are partly located on existing roads and the rest on missing roads. According to our current research, navigation data points on existing roads account for more than 90% of all points in the used dataset. That is, the navigation data points on the roads inside city blocks only account for 10% of the total data volume. Therefore, filtering out the data 
Navigation data generated by the user's motion are partly located on existing roads and the rest on missing roads. According to our current research, navigation data points on existing roads account for more than 90% of all points in the used dataset. That is, the navigation data points on the roads inside city blocks only account for 10% of the total data volume. Therefore, filtering out the data points from the original data on existing roads will greatly improve the efficiency of the method as they account for the vast majority of the data.
Previous studies have been performed to filter the positioning points on existing urban roads, such as overlay analysis between the navigation-point layer and the existing urban road layer. Vector-raster analysis can also be used for filtering. In this paper, we adopted the method described in [37] to convert both existing roads and the navigation points into a raster format, so that filtering computing could be greatly accelerated.
Road Centerline Extraction
After filtering the raw data, purer navigation points of missing roads in city blocks were finally reserved. To extract the road network from these points, a clustering-based algorithm called RSC was proposed in this subsection.
Centerline Extraction via RSC
In this subsection, RSC was used to extract the centerlines of the missing roads. Figure 2 shows the four main RSC steps. The black dots indicate the navigation points, which were reserved after data filtering, as described in Section 3.2. Considering that the reserved GNSS points were located on the missing road, an initial point (P ini ) was randomly selected from the reserved points (see the yellow point in Figure 2a ). Then, a radius parameter (R) was used to select the points that were covered by the ring with a radius of 2R (S 2R ), which included the red circle and the green points of Figure 2b . R was the ring-radius parameter, which was approximately the average width of the roads in this region. After that, the highest density position could be calculated using the green points and could then be regarded as the node of the centerline (see the red point in Figure 2b ). points from the original data on existing roads will greatly improve the efficiency of the method as they account for the vast majority of the data. Previous studies have been performed to filter the positioning points on existing urban roads, such as overlay analysis between the navigation-point layer and the existing urban road layer. Vector-raster analysis can also be used for filtering. In this paper, we adopted the method described in [37] to convert both existing roads and the navigation points into a raster format, so that filtering computing could be greatly accelerated.
Road Centerline Extraction
Centerline Extraction via RSC
In this subsection, RSC was used to extract the centerlines of the missing roads. Figure 2 shows the four main RSC steps. The black dots indicate the navigation points, which were reserved after data filtering, as described in Section 3.2. Considering that the reserved GNSS points were located on the missing road, an initial point (P ) was randomly selected from the reserved points (see the yellow point in Figure 2a ). Then, a radius parameter (R) was used to select the points that were covered by the ring with a radius of 2R (S ), which included the red circle and the green points of Figure 2b . R was the ring-radius parameter, which was approximately the average width of the roads in this region. After that, the highest density position could be calculated using the green points and could then be regarded as the node of the centerline (see the red point in Figure 2b ). After the initial centerline node was found, a ring with an inner diameter R and an outer radius 3R was defined to find the next road centerline node. The points that fell on the ring were picked up to form the point set S (see the blue points shown in Figure 2c ). The density of each point in S was also calculated to find the highest density point. However, before deciding on the next node, each point in S was calculated to determine whether it satisfied a U-turn. As shown in Figure 3 and Equation (1), value V was calculated from the potential segment (V ) and the existing segment centerline (V ). After the initial centerline node was found, a ring with an inner diameter R and an outer radius 3R was defined to find the next road centerline node. The points that fell on the ring were picked up to form the point set S ring (see the blue points shown in Figure 2c ).
The density of each point in S ring was also calculated to find the highest density point. However, before deciding on the next node, each point in S ring was calculated to determine whether it satisfied a U-turn. As shown in Figure 3 and Equation (1), value V was calculated from the potential segment (V b ) and the existing segment centerline (V a ).
If V < 0, the potential node will not be selected as the next node.
If V < 0, the potential node will not be selected as the next node. The pseudocode of the proposed RSC algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. During data processing, the k-d tree [38] was introduced as an index of the point set for acceleration. The computational complexity of the proposed RSC algorithm is Θ(n 2 ). k-dtree ← Build k-d tree for 2:
node ← the point whose PointSet2 has the most points in PointSet1 7:
numpts ← length of node's PointSet2 8:
If numpts > 0 then 9:
while numpts > 0 do 10: add node to NodeSet 11:
PointSet3 ← GetPointSetInRing(Node, R, 3*R, PointSet) 12:
delete those points in PointSet3 that would make the centerline turn around 13:
for k ← 1 to length(PointSet3) do 14: The pseudocode of the proposed RSC algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. During data processing, the k-d tree [38] was introduced as an index of the point set for acceleration. The computational complexity of the proposed RSC algorithm is Θ(n 2 ).
Algorithm 1. RSC (ring-stepping clustering) Algorithm
Inputs: (1) a set of GNSS points PointSet = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P n }; (2) One parameter R. Outputs: A set of centerlines CenterLineSet = {CL 1 , CL 2 , CL 3 , . . . , CL m }, and each centerline is composed of a set of points NodeSet = {N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , . . . , N k } 1:
k-dtree ← Build k-d tree for PointSet 2:
for k ← 1 to length(PointSet3) do 14: PointSetResult ← points in PointSet whose distance to Point is larger than InsideRadius and smaller than OutsideRadius (using kdtree) 26: return PointSetResult
Duplication Avoidance and Improvement
Using the above proposed algorithm, centerlines derived from GNSS points were obtained and organized by node sequence. However, after the centerline extraction for the missing road, the GNSS points on that road were still reserved. This led to centerline duplication.
Therefore, a rectangular buffer with width 3R for every single centerline segment was performed to remove the covered points (see the blue rectangle in Figure 4 ). All points that fell in the rectangular buffer were removed from the PointSet and were subject to further calculations. Moreover, the centerline extraction algorithm was terminated when PointSet was empty. Using the above proposed algorithm, centerlines derived from GNSS points were obtained and organized by node sequence. However, after the centerline extraction for the missing road, the GNSS points on that road were still reserved. This led to centerline duplication.
Therefore, a rectangular buffer with width 3R for every single centerline segment was performed to remove the covered points (see the blue rectangle in Figure 4 ). All points that fell in the rectangular buffer were removed from the PointSet and were subject to further calculations. Moreover, the centerline extraction algorithm was terminated when PointSet was empty. 
Establishment of Road Topology
After extracting the centerlines of missing roadways, the road topology, which is important for the road map, remained missing. In this subsection, the road topology was rebuilt for the extracted roads. Two main parts were included: the topology establishment for the extracted missing roads and the relationship establishment for the existing roads.
Topology Establishment for Missing Roads
Establishing the topological relationship of the extracted centerlines consisted of three main steps. First, the topology relationships between different centerlines were built according to the end node (EN) of the centerlines. The distance between the end node (EN) and normal node (Ni) was calculated, and the minimum distance (D ) was determined. If D < 3R, the connection between EN and Ni was regarded as a centerline, see Figure 5 . EN is end node, Dmin is minimum distance, Ni is normal mode.
Then, a cluster analysis was used to combine the adjacent topological nodes according to the distance between them. In this paper, the mean shift clustering algorithm [39] was adopted. Those topological nodes within a distance R were converted into a single topological node. This greatly improved the topological relationship of the missing roads. 
Establishment of Road Topology
Topology Establishment for Missing Roads
Establishing the topological relationship of the extracted centerlines consisted of three main steps. First, the topology relationships between different centerlines were built according to the end node (EN) of the centerlines. The distance between the end node (EN) and normal node (Ni) was calculated, and the minimum distance (D min ) was determined. If D min < 3R, the connection between EN and Ni was regarded as a centerline, see Figure 5 .
Establishment of Road Topology
Topology Establishment for Missing Roads
Then, a cluster analysis was used to combine the adjacent topological nodes according to the distance between them. In this paper, the mean shift clustering algorithm [39] was adopted. Those topological nodes within a distance R were converted into a single topological node. This greatly improved the topological relationship of the missing roads. Then, a cluster analysis was used to combine the adjacent topological nodes according to the distance between them. In this paper, the mean shift clustering algorithm [39] was adopted. Those topological nodes within a distance R were converted into a single topological node. This greatly improved the topological relationship of the missing roads. Finally, a node classification procedure was performed to classify the nodes into two groups: the topological and normal nodes. The difference between the normal and topological nodes was the connected centerline segments. Once the connected centerline segments of a node were >2, the node was regarded as a topological node, and the centerlines were divided into two child centerlines (see the red nodes of Figure 6b) .
Finally, a node classification procedure was performed to classify the nodes into two groups: the topological and normal nodes. The difference between the normal and topological nodes was the connected centerline segments. Once the connected centerline segments of a node were >2, the node was regarded as a topological node, and the centerlines were divided into two child centerlines (see the red nodes of Figure 6b ). 
Connections between Missing and Existing Roads
After the topology of the missing roads was established, the connections between missing and existing roads were also established.
First, potential connections were built between the nodes and existing roads (see yellow lines of Figure 7 ). Then, potential connection verification was performed using the azimuth distribution of GNSS points around the potential connection; once this parameter was uniform with the main angular direction of the connection, the potential connection was regarded as valid. Otherwise, it was treated as an invalid connection. 
Case Study
Mobile Navigation Data
In this study mobile navigation data were used to extract missing roads. These data were generated and collected by mobile phones. These data were generated when the navigation application in the mobile phone was open, regardless of whether the user was using it for navigation. 
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First, potential connections were built between the nodes and existing roads (see yellow lines of Figure 7 ). Then, potential connection verification was performed using the azimuth distribution of GNSS points around the potential connection; once this parameter was uniform with the main angular direction of the connection, the potential connection was regarded as valid. Otherwise, it was treated as an invalid connection. Finally, a node classification procedure was performed to classify the nodes into two groups: the topological and normal nodes. The difference between the normal and topological nodes was the connected centerline segments. Once the connected centerline segments of a node were >2, the node was regarded as a topological node, and the centerlines were divided into two child centerlines (see the red nodes of Figure 6b ). 
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Case Study
Mobile Navigation Data
In this study mobile navigation data were used to extract missing roads. These data were generated and collected by mobile phones. These data were generated when the navigation application in the mobile phone was open, regardless of whether the user was using it for navigation. The sampling rate was one second per record, and each record contained seven main fields: day, time, ID, longitude, latitude, speed, and azimuth. A description of each field is given in Table 1 . 
Case Dataset
A region located in Shanghai was selected as the case area. It is 3.6 km long and 1.6 km wide, and it covers an area of 5.76 square kilometers. The case area covers two university campuses, and most of the roads in the case area are two-lane bidirectional roads. Around the case area, some municipal roads are available, such as Hujin Expressway, Jianchuan Road, Dongchuan Road, and Lianhua South Road. The location, imagery, and the existing municipal roads (marked with green color) of the case area are shown in Figure 8 .
Index Field Name Description 1 Day The day the record was generated, including year, month, and day 2 Time The time the record was generated, including hour, minute, and second 3 ID ID of the user 4 Longitude Longitude of the position of the user 5 Latitude Latitude of the position of the user 6 Speed Speed of the user 7 Azimuth Azimuth of the user
To evaluate the quality of the extracted road networks, a real map of the area provided by the Shanghai Municipal Institute of Surveying and Mapping was used. The map was measured by total stations manually, and the precision of the map reached the centimeter level. Among all the real roads, 11 roads, including straight and curved roads, and 22 cross points (endpoints of the 11 selected roads) of the roads were selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. In order to compare the quality of satellite-derived method, the 11 selected roads were manually mapped from satellite imagery using the ArcGIS software-the mapping was done by three operators with good training in remote sensing image object extraction, respectively. Selected roads and cross points are shown in Figure 8 . The manually mapped roads were compared with the real map of the area in order to evaluate the spatial accuracy, which is shown in Table 2 . According to the evaluation results, the positioning precision of the digitalization was about 1.00 m. Compared with the real road data, the true difference was about 3.95 m. To evaluate the quality of the extracted road networks, a real map of the area provided by the Shanghai Municipal Institute of Surveying and Mapping was used. The map was measured by total stations manually, and the precision of the map reached the centimeter level. Among all the real roads, 11 roads, including straight and curved roads, and 22 cross points (endpoints of the 11 selected roads) of the roads were selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. In order to compare the quality of satellite-derived method, the 11 selected roads were manually mapped from satellite imagery using the ArcGIS software-the mapping was done by three operators with good training in remote sensing image object extraction, respectively. Selected roads and cross points are shown in Figure 8 . The manually mapped roads were compared with the real map of the area in order to evaluate the spatial accuracy, which is shown in Table 2 . According to the evaluation results, the positioning precision of the digitalization was about 1.00 m. Compared with the real road data, the true difference was about 3.95 m. Table 2 . Result of spatial accuracy of the 22 manually mapped road points. Trueness is the distance between the average position and the corresponding real position (m). Precision is the mean square error of the points by different operators (m). Data used for analysis were collected in December 2017 (11-15 December) and consisted of 9,944,710 GNSS data points in total, belonging to 198,241 unique vehicle IDs. The data were provided by 1RenData (ShangHai) Technology Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). Figure 9 shows the raw GNSS data distribution. Data used for analysis were collected in December 2017 (11-15 December) and consisted of 9,944,710 GNSS data points in total, belonging to 198,241 unique vehicle IDs. The data were provided by 1RenData (ShangHai) Technology Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). Figure 9 shows the raw GNSS data distribution. Figure 9 . Raw research data. The black dots represent GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) points.
Point
Data Filtering
Using the data filtering methods described in Section 3.2, 392,128 records belonging to 8676 unique user IDs were finally reserved. The reserved GNSS points took ~4.0% of the raw data.
Components of the raw case data are shown in Table 3 . Figure 9 . Raw research data. The black dots represent GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) points.
Using the data filtering methods described in Section 3.2, 392,128 records belonging to 8676 unique user IDs were finally reserved. The reserved GNSS points took~4.0% of the raw data. Components of the raw case data are shown in Table 3 . 
Road Centerlines
Road Centerline Extraction
The proposed RSC method was used to extract road centerlines from the data after filtering. The method prototype was implemented in C-Sharp programming language. The experiment was carried out on a server with Intel Xeon CPU Platinum 8163@ 2.5 GHz and 16GB memory. As the roads' average width in the experimental area was~7 m, the parameter R was set to 7.0 in this paper. The obtained centerlines are shown in Figure 10 . There were 603 centerlines in total, and the average length of these centerlines was 116.09 m. It took 557 s to extract the centerlines of the 392,128 points. The proposed RSC method was used to extract road centerlines from the data after filtering. The method prototype was implemented in C-Sharp programming language. The experiment was carried out on a server with Intel Xeon CPU Platinum 8163@ 2.5 GHz and 16GB memory. As the roads' average width in the experimental area was ~7 m, the parameter R was set to 7.0 in this paper. The obtained centerlines are shown in Figure 10 . There were 603 centerlines in total, and the average length of these centerlines was 116.09 m. It took 557 s to extract the centerlines of the 392,128 points. Figure 10 . Results of the case study.
Geometric Quality Evaluation of Road Centerlines
 Geometric Evaluation of Generated Centerlines Compared with Real Map
In this subsection, two indices were selected as quality measures of the extracted roads. The first index was the road's length [40, 41] . Assume Lr is the length of the real road and Lg is the length of the road used for quality evaluation. Then, absolute error between the different road lengths was calculated by Equation (2):
where Eg is the absolute error between Lr and Lg. The second index is the distance between each road centerline and the corresponding real road [42, 43] . First, the region area between the real and extracted roads was calculated (see the blue area 
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where Eg is the absolute error between Lr and Lg. The second index is the distance between each road centerline and the corresponding real road [42, 43] . First, the region area between the real and extracted roads was calculated (see the blue area of Figure 11 ). Then, the quality values of the extracted centerlines Tg were calculated using Equation (3):
where Ag is the area of the region between the generated and real roads. of Figure 11 ). Then, the quality values of the extracted centerlines Tg were calculated using Equation (3):
where Ag is the area of the region between the generated and real roads. Figure 11 . Distance calculation between real and extracted roads.
Using parameters in Equations (2) and (3), we listed the evaluation results of quality of the 11 selected roads in Table 4 . According to Table 4 , the average of Eg was 1.84 m and the average of Tg was 1.62 m, which demonstrates that the proposed method can achieve excellent results. In order to compare the geometric accuracy between the proposed method and digitalization by remote sensing image, the true difference between selected cross points of the real roads and corresponding cross points of the roads, which were named as Dg, was used. In this paper, 22 road cross points were selected to compute the true difference with the real map. Then, the minimum, maximum, and the average Dg of two methods are listed in Table 5 . Using parameters in Equations (2) and (3), we listed the evaluation results of quality of the 11 selected roads in Table 4 . According to Table 4 , the average of Eg was 1.84 m and the average of Tg was 1.62 m, which demonstrates that the proposed method can achieve excellent results. 
Geometric Comparison between Digitalization and Proposed Method
In order to compare the geometric accuracy between the proposed method and digitalization by remote sensing image, the true difference between selected cross points of the real roads and corresponding cross points of the roads, which were named as Dg, was used. In this paper, 22 road cross points were selected to compute the true difference with the real map. Then, the minimum, maximum, and the average Dg of two methods are listed in Table 5 . According to Table 5 , the average of Dg of the mapped roads was 3.95 m, which was larger than the proposed method. It shows that the accuracy of the proposed method was slightly better than the digitalization method.
F-Score Evaluation
In addition to the evaluation method mentioned above for the generated centerline, the F − score proposed in [11] was also adopted to evaluate the proposed method. The F − score was computed as follows: spurious = spurious marbles (spurious marbles + matched marbles) missing = empty holes (empty holes + matched holes)
Starting from a random location, the roads were explored by placing point samples on each graph during a traversal outward within a maximum radius. Sample points on the roads that required evaluation were considered as "marbles" and on the real roads as "holes". In this case, spurious marbles represent the number of points on the evaluated roads that do not get a match, matched marbles represent the number of points on the evaluated roads that get a match, empty holes represent the number of points on the real roads that do not get a match and matched holes represent the number of points on the evaluated roads that get a match.
The F − score of the proposed method was compared with that of the other methods [11] [12] [13] [14] . The comparison is shown in Figure 12 . Obviously, the proposed method offered a significant improvement over the previous methods. According to Table 5 , the average of Dg of the mapped roads was 3.95 m, which was larger than the proposed method. It shows that the accuracy of the proposed method was slightly better than the digitalization method.
 F-Score Evaluation
In addition to the evaluation method mentioned above for the generated centerline, the F-score proposed in [11] was also adopted to evaluate the proposed method. The F-score was computed as follows: .
The F-score of the proposed method was compared with that of the other methods [11] [12] [13] [14] . The comparison is shown in Figure 12 . Obviously, the proposed method offered a significant improvement over the previous methods. Figure 12 . F-score of the proposed and existing methods.
Topology Evaluation
Topology of Missing Roads
The topology was built after centerline extraction. There were 371 topological nodes in total. After manual verification, 296 were real intersections on the roads. The correctness was ~79.8%. The 
Topology Evaluation
Topology of Missing Roads
The topology was built after centerline extraction. There were 371 topological nodes in total. After manual verification, 296 were real intersections on the roads. The correctness was~79.8%. The wrongly extracted topological nodes, usually located at houses, were too densely localized or were located on roads that were too complex. This was probably caused by the low positioning accuracy and multipath effects of GNSS devices and can be improved after enhancing the dataset.
Connections between Missing and Existing Roads
Twenty-six potential connections between topological nodes and existing roads were found. After azimuth verification, 23 connections were reserved; when compared to the corresponding remote sensing images, they were correct. These correct connections represent both entrances and exits.
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper proposes a new method for generating missing road networks in city blocks using big mobile navigation trajectory data. An algorithm named RSC was designed according to high frequency GNSS data. After extracting centerlines, methods of building road topologies in city blocks and establishing connections between missing and existing roads were proposed. A case area (5.76 km 2 ) was used to verify the feasibility and validity of the proposed method. The results showed that compared to real roads, the average length difference is approximately 1.84 m and the average distance is approximately 1.64 m, indicating that the proposed method can achieve meter-level missing road extraction results. Data from satellite-extracted roads indicate that the proposed method achieves greater results than image-derived method. Meanwhile, using the F − score index, the proposed method can achieve the best results compared to previous studies.
The novelty of the proposed method is the higher geometric quality of the extracted missing roads. The length difference and the distance between extracted roads with real roads are approximately 1.84 m and 1.64 m, respectively. This allows the possibility of generating complicated road networks. Meanwhile, the F − score performance of the proposed method offered a large improvement over previous methods, meaning that the road networks generated by the proposed method are far more meticulous.
However, the complexity of the proposed method is Θ(n 2 ). This metric indicates that when the amount of input of GNSS data increases, resource and time consumption by the algorithm will also increase geometrically. Though the method introduced in the paper worked well in most areas, the result and quality will be affected by a few factors.
First, due to the chaotic trajectories in car parks, there will be a jumble of GNSS points in the corresponding region. Therefore, roads through car parks cannot be extracted using the proposed method. Further, a bridge present above the road, an underground car park, or an underpass under the road will result in failure to generate the road's centerline at ground level.
Second, when the road is between two high buildings or trees, a very thick canopy is formed, and the shadow and multipath effects may cause the coordinates of the GNSS points to be burdened by significant errors; thus, the quality of the centerline extracted via the proposed method will be poor.
Moreover, when two roads are close to each other and in parallel and when they are both not wide enough, their related GNSS points will be difficult to distinguish, so they will probably be extracted as one road.
Finally, during data filtering, some GNSS data with the speeds < 5.0 km/h is removed to filter pedestrian and vehicle users. Such an approach would result in excluding some vehicles traveling at a lower speed; thus, the GNSS data involved in the calculation will also be reduced. 
